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Shakespeare’s Apprenticeship
by Ramon Jiménez
Review by Amanda Hinds
Shakespeare’s Apprenticeship by Ramon
Jiménez led to the well-deserved award of
Oxfordians of the Year 2018 jointly to the author
and his wife Joan Leon at the Shakespeare
Oxford Fellowship conference in Oakland.
This extensively researched book concerns
five plays that Jiménez convincingly argues
were early works by Edward de Vere 17th Earl
of Oxford later revised as well- known
canonical plays (the first as the trilogy Henry
IV I & II and Henry V): Famous Victories of
Henry V, The Troublesome Reign of King John, The
True Tragedy of Richard III, The Taming of a Shrew
and The True Chronicle History
of King Leir. The author greatly expands on his previous article in the
Shakespeare Oxford Newsletter (Winter 2008) and provides evidence for
perhaps surprisingly early dates for these plays (when Oxford was a
teenager in the 1560s) that explain their immaturity and lack of legal
terminology (in all except Leir) or Italian influence. The latter is obvious
in The Taming of a Shrew, set in Athens, which is rewritten as The Taming of
the Shrew, set in Padua soon after Oxford’s visit to that city. Jiménez claims
that similarities between the early and equivalent later play, between the
early plays themselves, and numerous echoes of phraseology in later
canonical plays has only one alternative explanation: ‘that Shakespeare was
guilty of ‘multiple acts of blatant plagiarism’ (p.10).
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Jiménez explains that most orthodox scholars regard these five
plays as ‘worthless’ (or similar terms) and written by unknown authors
(clear evidence of plagiarism) with the exception of Seymour Pitcher and
Eric Sams, who accepted at least some of them as early plays of
Shakespeare written during his ‘lost years’. The similarities quoted in
Shakespeare’s Apprenticeship show that the early and canonical versions are
essentially the same play – sharing historical background, plot, characters
and language but with major improvements in the later play. One minor
criticism is that it might have been easier to follow if the long passages of
quotations had been separated in a smaller font or indented but the book
can be read, as intended by the author, as a narrative.
Most of the early plays lacked divisions into acts and scenes,
several were printed in prose as verse and some had multiple printing
errors. They seem more like early drafts or even memorial reconstructions
than actual plays. Except Leir, they had been played by the Queen’s Men
and were published in 1594 or 1591 (Troublesome Reign) when anonymous
canonical plays were beginning to be published. Jiménez does not explain
that or how Oxford, who published poems of ‘great lyric beauty’ when
very young and may even have translated early parts of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, could have written passages that he describes as ‘vapid and
clanking prose’ (p.145). This and the lack of legal terminology (as evidence
for their being written before Oxford was enrolled at Gray’s Inn) begs two
questions: first, do The First Part of the Contention (1594) and The True Tragedy
of Richard Duke of York (1595) share this difference from the canonical
Henry VI plays? Jiménez omitted them from his previous publication
because they were generally accepted as written by Shakespeare; and,
second, has he considered Mark Anderson’s suggestion that although de
Vere was ‘the master craftsman’ behind these plays he might (as for
paintings from Titian’s studio) have ‘supplied an outline, character
sketches, and assorted speeches and lines, and left
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one or more of his “lewd” friends to fill in the blanks’ (Shakespeare by
Another Name, p.249)?
Whether or not these plays were all written as early as the 1560s,
which seems possible for Troublesome Reign bearing in mind Oxford’s
association with John Bale’s King Johan, Jiménez provides extensive
evidence for Henry V being published in the early 1580s, before Philip
Sidney died in 1586, in view of several instances of Oxford’s response to
An Apology for Poetry and his lampooning of Sidney in this and other plays.
As Henry V is agreed to be the last history play (except Henry VIII) this
pushes the Henry IV plays and the Henry VI (referred to in Henry V)
/ Richard III tetralogy back into the 1570s, which has implications for other
Oxfordian dating projects, such as dates proposed by Kevin Gilvary in
Dating Shakespeare’s Plays.
Shakespeare’s Apprenticeship is an important book, which deserves to
be taken seriously by Oxfordians and Stratfordians alike: militant ones as
well as those with an open mind. It includes a useful summary of the
authorship question for the uninitiated. Jiménez puts paid to Shakespeare
as a plagiarist and provides a chronology incompatible with the plays
having been written by William of Stratford, as well as giving further
evidence for their having been written by Edward de Vere 17th Earl of
Oxford.
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This item:Shakespeare's Apprenticeship: Identifying the Real Playwright's Earliest Works by Ramon JimÃ©nez Paperback $38.58. Only
6 left in stock (more on the way). Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. FREE Shipping. Details.Â Of the 5 "Apprenticeship" plays
analyzed by Ramon Jimenez the most interesting may be the Famous Victories of Henry the 5th. This anonymous romp was a bawdy
comedy punctuated by English history scenes. Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship depicts the eighteenth-century German reception of
William Shakespeare's dramas: the protagonist is introduced to these by the character Jarno, and extensive discussion of
Shakespeare's work occurs within the novel's dialogues.Â Origins[edit]. Goethe's work on the novel began in the 1770s. An early
version of the work, unpublished during Goethe's lifetime, was discovered in the early twentieth century Apprenticeships. An
apprenticeship is a great way to learn new skills and get qualified whilst earning money. If you want to develop your skills and knowledge
in a practical environment, an apprenticeship could be just right for you. An RSC apprenticeship will equip you for future employment in
the theatre industry by learning from experts and being supported by mentors and learning providers.

Apprenticeships. An apprenticeship is a great way to learn new skills and get qualified whilst earning money. If you want to develop your
skills and knowledge in a practical environment, an apprenticeship could be just right for you. An RSC apprenticeship will equip you for
future employment in the theatre industry by learning from experts and being supported by mentors and learning providers. Within
Shakespeare Engineering, our apprentices will generally study with a day release programme over a period of 3-5 years, with successful
college students attaining nationally recognised qualifications such as NVQs and BTECs and our successful in-house students attaining
accreditations of proficiency within their specific sectors of the business.Â Apprentice Profile. Name: Mitch Age: 21 Year Joined the
company: 2011 Career: Inspection. Mitch joined Shakespeare Engineering in 2011 with the mind set of... Me at Shakespeare's New
Place, during a volunteer exchange day with the organisation Escape Arts. â€˜Build the Futureâ€™ is a great campaign, as it is so
important for young people to have access to opportunities to train, work and achieve their ambitions. Apprenticeships are a great way
to do this and I would highly recommend looking out for opportunities when they come up! For more National Apprenticeship Week
content, follow us on Twitter @ShakespeareBT and search the hashtags #NAW2021 #BuildTheFuture. The apprenticeship offers a
robust Shakespearean performance focus through text and voice classes, monologue and scene coaching and masterclasses. All
events held on Zoom for Summer 2021. The 2021 Virtual Apprentice Program* will be offered in two sessions this year Shakespeare's
Apprenticeship book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers.Â Start by marking â€œShakespeare's
Apprenticeshipâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Shakespeare's Apprenti by
Robert Yongue Turner. Other editions.

